I was pleased to reflect upon two DVDs dedicated to the legendary founding member of STA and ISST Kay Bradway. Both DVDs seem to honor Kay Bradway in her life commitment and passion for Sandplay Therapy as well as rich memories and legacy that she has left for us to hold and embody.

Her last interview given to Audrey Punnett brings to life her memories of meeting Dora Kalff for the first time at the North/South Conference of Jungian Analysts and highlights her relationship with the symbol of the turtle (Punnett, 2011, p.29). I smiled hearing Kay’s reluctance to change the program of the conference until Joe Henderson, Director of the C.G. Jung Institute of San Francisco, insisted on it. One could not help but feel astonished by the fate
and synchronicity of that encounter and Kay’s consequent contribution to founding of Sandplay Therapists of America and the development of sandplay in the United States and worldwide (founding member ISST).

Her passion, seriousness and depth about sandplay came across very clearly, and I felt very touched by her presence and spirit that permeated her interview with Audrey Punnett. She seemed to emanate a marriage of sternness and openness, boundaries and warmth, discipline and emotion. Although I have never met Kay, her gracious presence seemed to hold a beautiful and moving tension of opposites. No wonder that her work and engagement with sandplay created such richness and depth.

Kay’s words from her interview: “I thought that the most important thing was as I grew older was to collect friends” (Punnett, 2011, p.31) stayed with me as I was absorbing images from her professional and personal life. As I saw the number of people who came to her memorial both at her home and at the Jung Institute, I could see how many lives Kay has been able to touch. One also sensed the closeness of relationship with her husband Brad whose loss a few years prior to her interview had been painful for her.
In contrast with the Interview DVD (A Conversation with Kay Bradway, 2010), Kay’s Memorial DVD (2013) is mostly full of images: of her life, turtles, her home and important people in her life. Seeing both DVDs allowed me to touch both verbal and imaginal, rational and unconscious, reflective and emotional layers of Kay’s life. As some of the people who came to pay their tribute to Kay’s passing have been my mentors, I was reminded of the passing down of knowledge from one generation to another: from Dora Kalff to Kay Bradway and her generation of therapists, to my mentors and now to me. Her active interest and connection to the younger generations of Sandplay Therapists felt synchronistic to my relationship to this material.

Miniature turtles, a symbol that she was associated with towards the end of her life, were displayed on the piano during her memorial. “The turtle lady,” as she called herself laughing in the Interview became interested in the turtle as her clients began using it intensively in their sandplay work when Kay announced her plans to close her practice. She associated the use of the turtles in her clients work with her abandoning them upon her retirement similar to the turtle mother that leaves the eggs in the sand to hatch on their own (Punnett, 2011, p.32).

Yet I was reminded of a remarkable phenomenon of a turtle who will always return to the beach of its birth to nest from my own journey with the turtle. “Turtles’ journey of return can be understood on the level of psychological return to the ‘internal beach’ from where we come. On another level, the turtle’s journey can speak to the voyage and the return to one’s self” (Grishko, 2012, p.72). Kay’s professional legacy has come full circle and has left a rich, full and moving heritage for all of us to carry forward. I feel that she has now completed her journey of return.

May she swim with the turtles...
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